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ABSTRACT
Studies show that word pronunciation alters
grasping based either on facilitation between mouth
and hand shape, or facilitation between speech
meaning and hand movement. Less understood is the
opposite of this relation, i.e., how speech is altered
when meaningful words are pronounced during
manual actions. To assess this, participants
pronounced nouns and verbs that are homophones
while performing different actions, including
observing a block (look, served as baseline), placing
fingers around a block (grasp), and reaching and
grasping a block (reach-to-grasp). We found that
manual actions influenced vowel production,
significantly lowering the first formant during both
the grasp and reach-to-grasp conditions. However,
vowel production was not affected by words of
different part of speech and no difference was
observed between the verb/noun pairs. Our findings
have implications for theoretical modelling of
speech production processes to incorporate a linkage
to the general kinaesthetic system.
Keywords: vowel production, formants, grasping.
semantics
1. INTRODUCTION
Speech is a type of action. Surprisingly, most
past and/or current speech production models do not
take this into consideration and ignore the influence
of other types of actions such as manual movement
on speech production [9,21]. For example, the wellknown Levelt’s model [21] proposes three strata; the
conception stratum where meanings are packed into
expressible words and sentences, the morphosyntactic stratum to encode words into
grammatically correct forms, and a motor stratum to
put articulators into actions. Whether such as a
system is modular (i.e., automatic and independent
of other processes) or can interact with other more
general neurological and/or motor systems is not
specified. This is an important question, given the
growing research that documents how speech
production affects manual movements when the two
types of actions are executed simultaneously. Past
research suggests a facilitative effect of simple
syllable production on grasping when finger shape
reflects position of the tongue [28]. Past research has
also found that (pronunciation and observation of)
nouns alter reaching trajectories and finger shaping
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to reflect the word being pronounced/read rather
than the object being grasped [16]. For example,
when saying the word “apple” and grasping a grape,
the fingers will open wider than necessary, reflecting
the larger apple. There is mounting evidence of how
manual movement is altered during both speech
production and processing [for more, see works: 4,
5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 26, 27, 28], but the same
cannot be said for the opposite interaction; how
speech is altered during the execution of manual
action. Past research is inconsistent in finding
whether speech was altered during manual
movement. In a study, participants produced
syllables while grasping a joystick, and no changes
in formants were observed, despite changes in hand
shape and trajectory [26]. To the contrary, another
experiment indicated that producing a syllable while
grasping and moving a large or small fruit towards
the mouth altered vowel production in accordance to
the size of the fruit [13]. A larger item resulted in a
larger mouth opening, and vice versa. There were
accompanying changes in formants, which indicate
the position of the tongue, and mouth shape during
vowel production [17, 19, 22]. Furthermore, these
authors found that speech is even sensitive to the
observation of action. In that study, the aperture of
the lips reflected the aperture of the hand grip when
participants watched a volunteer grasp a large or
small object and move it towards their (the
volunteer’s) mouth [14] or simply reach and pick it
up [15]. These significant findings imply an
interaction between planning and executing manual
movement and speech which results in coordination
between the movement of both the fingers and lips
(and other articulators). Both right hand motor
control and speech processing and production are
known as lateralized functions, and in most of the
population they are specialized in the left
hemisphere of the brain [18]. It is probable that both
manual and oral movements share similar
neurological etiology that relates to their
neurological organization (lateralization) [18].
Given this known relationship, it unexpected
that both previously described studies did not note a
change in formants during different manual actions.
One notable commonality between these two studies
is that participants pronounced consonant-vowel
syllables rather than words (meaningful speech).
There is scant evidence, at least to our knowledge, of

studies investigating changes to the pronunciation of
words when produced simultaneously with an
action. The lack of evidence may be related to the
additional challenges, specifically, the task of
accounting for the associated meaning. In studies
measuring manual movement during word
production, researchers found that pronouncing
action words (verbs) alters hand movement to mirror
speech meaning (i.e. saying “fast” results in the hand
moving faster [4]). Such studies imply that not only
is there a connection between manual movement and
speech, but that the neural areas responsible for
semantic processing also affect this system, enabling
the meaning of spoken language to further interact
with movement [23]. This idea fits well with what
we know about the organization of grasping and
language in the brain. In addition to both right hand
motor control and speech motor control being
lateralized, various imaging studies demonstrate that
words belonging to different parts of speech (i.e.
nouns and verbs) can be distinctly processed, but
still lateralized to the left hemisphere [ 23, 29].
One additional shared feature of previous
research examining the link between speech and
grasping is the presence of non-functional grasping
actions. Authors had participants place fingers
around a cylinder [27], observe a grasp [5, 14, 15] or
close fingers around object without first reaching for
the object [14, 15]. These various studies beg the
question; does the nature of the manual action
differentially affect speech? Previous imaging
studies suggest that the brain processes natural,
ecologically relevant grasping actions differently
than awkward, inefficient grasps [2]. This altered
processing may translate into unique interactions
with the semantic and speech planning systems.
Through this study, we attempted to understand
if the interaction between meaningful speech
production and natural manual movement reflects
this theory, and to develop further support for
altering speech production models (such as Levelt’s
Model [21]) by including other factors relevant to
speech production. We investigated if pronunciation
of meaningful words is altered when performed with
different, simultaneous manual actions. Specifically,
regarding action, we predicted that performing a less
functional grasping action would alter vowel
production more than a functional action or
observation of a block. Secondly, we predicted that
pronouncing nouns or verbs would lead to distinct
changes in speech production, because each part of
speech is associated with different embodied
meanings between verbs and nouns.
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2. METHODS
2.1. Participants and materials
Thirty (17 females) right-handed university students
participated in the present study, and each provided
written informed consent.
Each participant sat at a table with a large
computer monitor (51 cm display) located 80 cm
away. We placed a small black mat between them on
the table (22 x 14.5 cm) within comfortable reaching
distance. A piece of tape on the edge of the table in
front of the participant marked the centre of the table
and the rest position for participant’s hands. A Shure
SM87A microphone was suspended approximately
15 cm below the participant’s mouth to avoid
interfering with reaching and grasping actions. The
microphone was attached to a Marantz flashcard
PMD661 recorder. We used two items for grasping
targets; a small block (2x2x2 cm) and a large block
(5x5x2 cm). To guide participants through which
word form to pronounce (verb or noun), we used
Super Lab (version 4.5) to display the target word
and picture on the computer monitor.
2.2. Procedure
Before beginning the experimental trials, the
participant viewed the different image slides to
become familiar with each of the four words and
their associated meanings (verb versus noun). On a
computer monitor, a slide show was presented which
featured targets ([fɔl] and [bɔl]) and distractor words
paired with an image to give context to the meaning
of the homophone pairs (i.e. “Fall” paired with a
person slipping, or “Fall” shown with a tree with
orange and red leaves during the season of fall]).
After viewing these images, participants also
received instructions on how to perform the different
grasping actions.
There were four different grasping
protocols. The first was a control condition, where
no targets were present, and participants did not
move their hands. The second was the look
condition, where a block was placed on the target
mat, but participants did not perform any
movements towards it. For the third condition,
known as grasp, a block was placed on the edge of
the table between the participant’s fingers in the rest
position. Participants placed their right-hand fingers
around a block without moving their arm. During the
fourth condition (reach-to-grasp), we placed a block
on the target mat, and participants reached forward
with their right hand to grasp and pick up the block.
The small and large blocks were pseudo-randomly
presented during the experiment. The participant
would complete a block composed of eight trials,
performing the same grasping condition throughout.

Before beginning the trials, participants
went through several practice trials, combining the
different grasping actions and words. The practice
and experimental trials were executed identically.
Before starting the block, the participant was told
which grasping action to execute for the following
trials. A trial began with the participant viewing a
picture paired with the word on the computer screen.
After reading and memorizing the word, they closed
their eyes. Next, the experimenter played two beeps.
At the first beep, the participant opened their eyes
and observed the target grasping area (either on the
mat (control, look, reach-to-grasp), or between their
fingers (grasp). 1000 ms later, the second beep
played, and the participant executed the appropriate
manual action while pronouncing the target word.
Each participant pronounced the target words
(fall/fall and bawl/ball) thirty-two times, or four
times per each grasping condition.
2.3. Analysis
The recordings were uploaded and analysed using
Praat (version 5.3.51 [3]). Each individual word was
identified, and the vowel was manually segmented
from the surrounding consonants. We extracted the
median values of the first three formants (F1, F2,
F3). Additionally, the duration of the vowel was
determined by subtracting the time when vowel
production began from the time when the vowel was
marked as finished. To determine the centroid of the
vowel, we identified the target word and manually
scanned for the initiation of the sinusoidal pattern
which corresponded with the appearance of formants
(dark horizontal bands representing higher
intensity). Next, we marked the conclusion of the
vowel by marking the location of breakdown of the
sinusoidal pattern and diminishing of the formants
and their intensity.
Statistical analysis was completed using R
Studio [25], and statistical package lme4 [1]. We
applied a generalized linear mixed effects model to
investigate the effects of part of speech and manual
action on vowels in meaningful speech. We included
part of speech (nouns versus verbs), manual action
(control, look, grasp, and reach-to-grasp), block
size (small, large), condition order (indicates which
words were spoken earlier [more novel] or later in
trial [more repetitive], and sex (male, female) as
fixed effects. Participant and words (“ball/bawl”
versus “fall/fall”) were included as random effects
(for example: 1|participant). Through visual
inspection of residual plots, we determined that
residuals were homoscedastic and normally
distributed. We determined p-values by using
likelihood ratio tests from comparisons of the full
model with each relevant effect against a model
constructed without the effect. Follow up tests were
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conducted to compare significant interactions.
Where appropriate, we applied Bonferroni
corrections.
3. RESULTS
3.1. First Formant
The model revealed main effects of action (p =
0.002), and sex (p< 0.001). For action, follow-up
tests indicated that in the grasp condition, the value
of the first formant was approaching significance
control condition (p = 0.076). Reach-to-grasp
followed this pattern as well (p = 0.020). Look was
not significantly different for either actions or the
control (p>0.05).
For the remaining variables, we did not find any
relevant results. With the second formant, the
significant main effect of sex is present, but no other
main effects or interactions of interest were found.
In the third formant, there was a main effect of sex
and order of pronunciation. No relevant results were
found for vowel duration.
3. DISCUSSION
According to previous work examining the
interaction between manual action and speech
production, we developed two hypotheses. First, we
predicted that less functional grasping (the grasp
condition) would alter simultaneous vowel
production more than a natural grasp (reach-tograsp) or observation of an object (look). Second,
we hypothesized that the meaning of the pronounced
words would distinctly alter speech during grasping.
Specifically, pronouncing verbs while performing
manual action would significantly change formants
compared to noun production. Our first hypothesis
was partially confirmed—there was an effect of
action on the first formant. F1 is inversely
proportional to jaw opening [19,22], so our findings
suggest that regardless of the word or associated
meaning, preforming a grasping action during
speech results in a more closed jaw (and a higher
tongue placement in the mouth). This is different
from previous studies which measured vowel
production, and only found changes to the second
and third formants [14,15]. However, there is no
significant difference between the look and control
conditions. Thus, the observation of a block is not
enough to elicit a change in pronunciation.
Gentilucci et al. [14,15] demonstrated changes in
formants when participants observed someone pick
up or pantomime picking up an object. The
combination of our null findings in the look
condition and supporting research [5,14,15] suggests
that it is observation of body movement, and not the
object itself which evokes changes in speech.
Between the two grasping conditions—grasp (an
awkward position), and reach-to-grasp (a natural
movement), there was no differences in F1. It is

possible that we did not observe differences between
the grasping conditions because both used a similar
hand shape. In future studies, using a more unnatural
hand position (i.e. grasp with the thumb and pinkie
or ring finger) may prove drastic enough to
distinctly alter vowel production.
A notable difference between the current and
previous studies is that the changes in formant were
related to the size of the stimuli grasped, rather than
completely different grasp positions [14,15]. Size of
the block was not a significant factor in the present
study. This lack of consistency with previous
research may stem from several differences between
ours and the other studies: For example, the use of
consonant-vowel syllables instead of meaningful
words (consonant-vowel-consonant), the use of
different vowels, and unlike our study, a nongrasping control condition (producing speech
without performing or observing a movement) is
usually not included in other studies. All these
methodological differences may contribute to the
discrepancy between our findings and previously
published results.
One way to determine whether (for example) the
stimuli type is a factor that affects the results is to
select open syllable words such as “fly” (noun: a
bug, or verb: to move through air). Using pairs like
this one will minimize formant changes that could
be attributed to surrounding consonants but not word
meaning or manual action. And we would expect to
observe vowel changes during executed actions if
the mouth motor systems are susceptible to both
manual movement and semantic messages of words.
Another potential avenue is to choose a
homophone pair which involves the hand. Previous
studies demonstrate that words related to hand
movement evoke a greater change in hand
kinematics [6, 10,11]. Perhaps our lack of significant
results related to word meaning is due to not using
hand specific verbs (“bawl” and “fall”). Producing a
verb such as “grasp” should alter hand movement
more [10], and in turn may produce greater changes
in speech. We plan to consider this in the future to
better ascertain the factors that impact speech
production during manual actions.
A limitation of this study was the varying
frequency of the words used. Out of the top 60,000
ranked words used on a variety of websites,
(according to [7]), the verb “bawl” ranked 32245,
while “ball”, the noun, ranked 962. “Fall” (verb)
ranked 638, and the noun “fall” was 1262. It is
possible that these low frequency words (particularly
bawl) may be less salient, evoking weaker action
associations, resulting in reaction in the manual
movement. In follow-up studies, we will also try to
select word stimuli where both noun/verb
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components have higher, but similar levels of
frequency in everyday use.
Current speech production models tend to focus
only on components that are linguistically relevant.
As mentioned, Levelt’s model [21] focuses on three
levels/stratum: the conception, the morpho-syntactic,
and a motor. In the model, motor refers to speech
articulators and does not consider other motor
actions
which
are
commonly
executed
simultaneously. It is now time to revise this model
by incorporating the most recent studies including
our own that demonstrate clear interaction between
speech articulation (or possible word meaning) and
other motor actions.
In short, despite the inconclusive results we
found from the current study (e.g. alterations only to
F1 and no other formants as in previous studies), the
effect of manual action on speech production has
been confirmed. We propose to revise the current
speech production models to incorporate a linkage
between speech articulation and manual action. Our
research will shed light on the possible gaps in
building such models and therefore has implications
to guide future research in order to refine these
models.
Table 1. Sample data from a female participant.
Data presented according to grasping condition, part
of speech, and dependant variables (formants and
vowel duration). Values are averaged across size.
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